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Data sharing experiences with molecular biologists

•
•
•

Laboratory gene drive experiments provide some of the most useful data for validating our
models of gene drive at this stage of technology development.
By comparing model predictions to observed marker phenotypes over time, we can infer rates of
resistant allele generation & relative fitness costs of allele variants.
This is essential preceding sensitivity analyses for projecting expected dynamics in the field.
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Importance for CRISPR-based gene drive modeling

•
•
•

CRISPR-based homing gene drive systems produce a range of allelic variants through
mechanisms such as non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ).
Current models don’t characterize the full spectrum of these alleles that can emerge.
Understanding allelic variants & their characteristics (impact on homing, fitness, etc.) is desirable
prior to implementation & would benefit greatly from access to collated data sets.
•

Hammond A, Galizi R, Kyrou K, Simoni A, Siniscalchi C et al. (2016) Nature Biotechnol 34: 78-83.

Data sharing experiences with mosquito ecologists

•
•
•

Ecological data is essential for developing models of mosquito dispersal & habitat distribution.
In combination with models of gene drive from the lab, these data & models can help predict how
constructs should behave in the wild, which is of use to planning field trials & surveillance, etc.
Many of the same data sharing considerations apply here as for molecular biology data.

Additional issues for ecological data & field trials

1. Data sharing between projects may enhance our understanding of relevant ecosystem features.
2. Openness with field data, as appropriate, can build trust & accountability with local communities.

Data sharing experiences with Verily Life Sciences

•
•
•

In working with a private company, data sharing is more restricted, but productive collaborations
are still possible.
Verily’s MRR data on mass released, Wolbachia-infected mosquitoes provides important
information on how other varieties of mass released Aedes aegypti may disperse.
We have a pre-publication data sharing agreement through a DARPA Safe Genes project.

MGDrivE as an open-source software package

MGDrivE as an open-source software package

•
•

As an example of review process delays, the MGDrivE paper was published 2 weeks ago, but
was originally uploaded to bioRxiv & GitHub a year & a half ago.
This allowed us to be cited & to make the documentation and code openly available, while the
paper was being peer-reviewed.

Free & open-source software movements
Strengths:
• Makes model building & coding work
available to the wider research community.
• Promotes adoption of the framework.
• Offers flexibility & customizability.
• Provides a coding environment that is well
suited to collaboration.
• Provides a means to outsource debugging
effort.
Weaknesses:
• Potential for other researchers to address
research questions that you had planned to.
• Steep learning curve to begin contributing to
code development.
• Core development team should be paid to
avoid developer abandonment.

Computing platforms for data sharing
•
•
•
•

•

DARPA Safe Genes teams were granted
access to the TACC as a means for data
sharing & collaboration.
For DARPA, this is also a means to
demonstrate synergy between the Safe
Genes & SD2 programs.
The TACC provides an excellent
environment for high performance
computing, data storage & analysis.
Files & folders can be given viewing &
editing permissions, as appropriate, to: i)
lab members, ii) project team members,
iii) members of collaborating teams, iv)
the entire Safe Genes community, or v)
the public.
This provides a useful model for a data
storage & analysis platform that could
serve the gene drive research community.

Running large simulations on TACC servers
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Defining sharing permissions in directories
•

Clear instructions are
available in user
manuals on the the
TACC website.

•

This can assist in data
sharing between:
• Lab members,
• Project team,
members,
• Members of
collaborating teams,
• Safe Genes
community, or
• The public.

Conclusion
•
•

•

•

•

Data exchange is crucially important
for advancing research.
Exchange can be accelerated through
mechanisms that bypass the
publication timeline, e.g.:
• Data papers,
• Pre-publication data sharing.
Infrastructure is required to
incentivize these mechanisms
(editorial, funding, hiring &
promotions).
Open-source software development:
• Advances research,
• Is well suited to collaboration,
• Offers flexibility & customizability.
Computing platforms like the TACC:
• Useful for data storage & analysis,
• Offer a means to implement &
control data sharing.
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